Fast, inexpensive CME activities for the December 31st deadline. Protect your credentials!

“I passed all 6 exams on the first try thanks to you!” —Katherine Doan, RDMS, RDCS, RVT

“Terrific! CME credits don’t get any better.” —Sheryl Samuels, RDMS

“When I saw ads quoting your customers, I thought, ‘Oh, sure. But I used to be a professional.’” —Sonia Artwell, RVT, RDMS

“Davies publications are so well worth your time and money.” —John Lee, RDMS, RVT

“I always use Davies for my CME needs. Everyone at Davies is so knowledgeable and helpful.” —Debra Safonovs, RDMS, RDCS

“Our class all passed the SPI exam with scores well above 600.” —Cory Finn, RDMS, RVT

SCORE? TM
READY TO...
YOU CAN
Ultrasound Education and Test Preparation for the RVT, RDMS, RVS, RDMS, RCS, MSKS, ARRT(S)(VS)(BS), and RPVI Exams.
CME Anytime, Anyplace, at Your Convenience.
2019
SDMS-Approved Continuing Education Credit
Hi.

Life is a test—literally, a series of tests. Some are more important than others. The registry exams are important. They are critical events in both your life and your career. So is maintaining your registry credentials through continuing medical education once you have passed your exams.

We can help.

Davies publishes proven registry-prep and continuing medical education solutions that can propel your career skyward and help you realize your full potential, quickly, effectively, and inexpensively. We have been doing it for 35 years. Our best-selling 1-2-3 Step Ultrasound Education & Test Preparation products cover exactly what you need to know to pass your exams. More than 90% of our customers pass their exams on the first attempt.* And our SDMS-approved CME publications make it possible to maintain your skills and credentials through continuing education activities that you can complete anywhere, anytime, at your convenience.

You are our customer. We remind ourselves daily that it is our privilege and honor to serve you, to answer the more complicated registry-style questions in the Step 2 mock exams. Great confidence-builders. Reinforce the concepts and principles covered in the Step1 reviews as well as those you must know to pass your exams.

Are you ready to score? You can!

With best wishes for success,

Michael Davies
President

*Based on CME QA documentation and follow-up candidate surveys.

On this planet you not only score... but also earn credit toward your ARDMS, ARRT, CCI, IAC, or AIUM continuing education requirements. All of our highly rated reviews, study aids, CDs, and textbooks deliver SDMS-approved CME credit for as little as $7 per credit hour. And your colleagues can earn CME credits as well, for even less. See pages 28–29 for details. Compare these values to the sheer blur of high-cost seminars that require tuition, travel, and hotel expense.

To Order (page 29) . . .

Have questions? Need advice? Call toll-free, 877-792-0005. Our knowledgeable staff will be delighted to help you select the items that best meet your needs and budget.

FYI

Why CME credit is important (page 28)

CME To Go! Anywhere, Anytime, at Your Convenience.

"I will always use Davies for all of my CME needs. Everyone is so knowledgeable and helpful. Love your services!"—Debra Safonovs, RDMS, RDCS

"Excellent—even for physicians who think they know everything!"—Elie Aboulafia, MD

"Boy, that was fast. It's nice to deal with a company that's responsive. Believe me, plenty aren't. Keep up the good work."—Doug Jones, BA, RDMS, RDCS, RVT

"You guys are absolutely fantastic. You are so nice."—Natalie Kinney, RDMS, RVT

"You are so helpful. A lot of people told me about your company and they are right. You are amazing!"—Charmaine Bergeron, RDMS, RDCS, RVT

"I love all of the Davies educational tools. They are must-haves for any ultrasound tech for either passing an exam or clinical reference."—Randall Stump, RVT, RDMS

"What a great way to get CME credit!"—Sandra M. Smith, RT, RDMS

"I will always use Davies for all of my CME needs. Everyone is so knowledgeable and helpful. Love your services!"—Debra Safonovs, RDMS, RDCS

"What a great way to get CME credit!"—Sandra M. Smith, RT, RDMS

"Excellent—even for physicians who think they know everything!"—Elie Aboulafia, MD

"Boy, that was fast. It's nice to deal with a company that's responsive. Believe me, plenty aren't. Keep up the good work."—Doug Jones, BA, RDMS, RDCS, RVT

"You guys are absolutely fantastic. You are so nice."—Natalie Kinney, RDMS, RVT

"You are so helpful. A lot of people told me about your company and they are right. You are amazing!"—Charmaine Bergeron, RDMS, RDCS, RVT

"What a great way to get CME credit!"—Sandra M. Smith, RT, RDMS

"Excellent—even for physicians who think they know everything!"—Elie Aboulafia, MD

"Boy, that was fast. It's nice to deal with a company that's responsive. Believe me, plenty aren't. Keep up the good work."—Doug Jones, BA, RDMS, RDCS, RVT

"You guys are absolutely fantastic. You are so nice."—Natalie Kinney, RDMS, RVT

"You are so helpful. A lot of people told me about your company and they are right: You are our customer. We remind ourselves daily that it is our privilege and honor to serve you, to answer the more complicated registry-style questions in the Step 2 mock exams. Great confidence-builders. Reinforce the concepts and principles covered in the Step1 reviews as well as those you must know to pass your exams.

Are you ready to score? You can!

With best wishes for success,

Michael Davies
President

1-2-3 Step Ultrasound Education & Test Preparation

A proven, systematic, step-by-step means of preparing for the registry exams. And it works, not just for test preparation but also for clinical education, cross-training, and classroom education. Here’s how . . .

Step 1—Review texts
CME-approved didactic texts cover and explain everything on the exam content outlines published by the ARDMS, concisely and precisely, with illustrations and references. They do such a good job that they are used in ultrasound programs throughout the country and by professionals for cross-training and continuing medical education.

Step 2—Mock examinations
Test yourself! Our well-known, registry-like practice exams identify your strengths and weaknesses by exam topic, familiarize you with the format and style of the registry exams, and measure your progress as you study.

Step 3—QA memory skills flashcard drills
Great confidence-builders. Reinforce the concepts and principles covered in the Step1 reviews as well as those you must know to answer the more complicated registry-style questions in the Step 2 mock exams.

www.daviespublishing.com
"The best foundation book on vascular ultrasound. The old version was great. The 5th edition is printed in full color, making a great book even greater. Very well organized and clearly explained. Index is very helpful. It even comes with a test you can take in the back for 15 CME credits." —Amazon reviewer

"Concise and to the point. An excellent review for the registry exam. It covers all of the material on the exam. I passed on the first try using this book and the ScoreCards. It's also a great reference book." —Leslie Gasior, RDMS, RVT

"Excellent book! It was the only book or review I used to study for the Vascular Technology exam, and I passed with flying colors. It is student-friendly, easy to understand, and gave me just what I needed for the boards. I highly recommend this book." —Patricia A. Keller, RVT

"This multimedia interactive mock exam realistically simulates the exam experience and delivers 15 CME credits conveniently and inexpensively. Features:

- 665 questions and answers in registry format ensure that you are prepared, including 136 image-based cases to sharpen your wits.
- Works in both Test and Study Modes.
- Simple explanations clarify answer choices.
- Performance analysis automatically highlights and quantifies your strengths and weaknesses.
- Unlimited personal use means you only pay once.
- Earn 15 SDMS-approved CME credits anytime, anywhere, at your convenience.
- Download from our website for instant access and $10 in savings.
- Coverage includes physical principles, Doppler, indications, and interpretation of both imaging and physiologic exams.

Use Test Mode to take registry-style exams of varying lengths or to customize your test by exam topic. Questions are presented in a continuously variable manner so that each test is unique. Questions are selected in proportion to a topic's percentage of the study outline. In Study Mode you can also customize or choose registry-style questions. Answers, explanations, references, and tutorials appear as soon as you select an answer choice. You can even choose to review each available question from first to last or only image-based questions or those for topics on which you test weak.

We recommend combining this CD with Vascular Technology: An Illustrated Review, Vascular Technology Review, and/or ScoreCards for Vascular Technology. See our discounted 3-Step Bundles on pages 24–25.

See page 29 for System Requirements.
Vascular Technology Review

Donald P. Ridgway, RVT
Barton A. Bean, RVT, FSVU
Cindy A. Owen, RVT, RDMS, FSDMS
D.E. Strandness, Jr., MD
Step 2: Mock Exam
CME Credits: 12
Catalog No: 11024
Price: $55.95

The continuously revised and updated 4th edition of Vascular Technology Review illuminates the facts and principles you need to know, honing your test-taking skills, and reveals your strengths and weaknesses by exam topic. Based on the ARDMS exam outline, this latest edition contains more than 570 registry-like questions together with numerous illustrations, answers, clear explanations, references for further study, and an image gallery containing 74 image-based cases to prepare you for the images on the exam. Especially powerful in combination with Vascular Technology: An Illustrated Review and ScoreCards for Vascular Technology.

ScoreCards for Vascular Technology

A Q&A Flashcard Study System for Vascular Technology

Cindy A. Owen, RVT, RDMS, FSDMS
D.E. Strandness, Jr., MD
Step 2: Q&A Memory Skills Flashcard Drills
CME Credits: 10
Catalog No: 11095
Price: $55.95

New Edition!

Portable and very handy, the spiral-bound ScoreCards flip- and flashcard study system is easy to use, effective, and fun. Exercise your ability to think fast and recall key facts whenever you are—at lunch, on weekend outings, or between patients. Written by well-known experts, ScoreCards delivers nearly 500 questions keyed to the registry’s own exam outline, plus answers, explanations, and quick references. More than 60 image-based cases prepare you to tackle scans on the exam. Step 3 in Davies’ CME-approved 1-2-3 Step Ultrasound Education & Test Preparation program, this revised and updated edition of ScoreCards for Vascular Technology is very effective in combination with Vascular Technology: An Illustrated Review (Step 1) and Vascular Technology Review (book) or Vascular Technology CD-ROM Mock Exam (Step 2). See our discounted 3-Step Bundles on pages 24–25.

Introduction to Vascular Scanning

A Guide for the Complete Beginner

4th Edition

Donald P. Ridgway, RVT
CME Credits: 18
Catalog No: 11057
Price: $79.95

New Full-Color Edition!

The new 4th edition of Don Ridgway’s unh bashedly practical and famously unique how-to guide to vascular scanning will astound and delight both beginners and veterans who are cross-training in vascular ultrasound or earning CME credit. All of the features that have made this book so popular and useful are updated in full color—how to scan all of the vascular systems, numerous scanning exercises and quizzes, Other Vascular Diagnostic Modalities, Those Darn Doppler Angles, The Important and Somewhat Tricky Bifurcation Maneuver, Seven Tips toward Good Probemanship, and Getting Stuck: A Word about the Flop Sweats. There are more than 700 illustrations in all, full-color technical and anatomic illustrations, 150+ diagnostic images, Doppler waveforms, and scores of schematics, cross-sections, and clinical photographs. Make no mistake: This is the only book in the literature that teaches one how to become a vascular sonographer. If you are learning to scan the vasculature or teaching others how to do it, you owe it to yourself to have this book. We guarantee that you will be delighted. SDMS-approved for 18 CME credits. 560 pp. $79.95.

“I enjoy textbooks that tell it straight—thank you. If you are a working tech but new to vascular, this book is as good as having a lead tech guiding you through.” —Leah Rave, RDMS

“What I like best about Introduction to Vascular Scanning is the way it is written. The author has a sense of humor and has written a book that isn’t so dry it makes you fall asleep. He is also very encouraging for beginners and cross-trainers.” —Shelley Hutton, RDMS, RDCLS

“Ridgway knows where the difficulty and frustration lie and encourages the reader through these trouble spots. Excellent color, marvelous drawings.” —Radiology

“Uncle Don is awesome! He makes it an easy read.” —Carol Blackwell, RDCS, RDMS, RVT

“A teacher and communicator par excellence, Don Ridgway uses an informal and often humorous writing style that is both engaging and stress reducing. This ‘how-to’ manual delivers what it promises—a systematic, stepwise approach to acquiring the manual skills and fundamental concepts required.” —Ultrasound in Medicine & Biology

“Vascular Technology Review is the best review book ever!” —Alvin Scoggins, RDMS, RVT, RT(R)

“Get it! Study it! Pass it!” —Joyce Marline Smallwood, RDMS, RVT

“Great book! The explanations are in-depth and easy to understand.” —Melissa Hardy, RDMS

“I like that the book is relevant to clinical practice.” —Fei Xu, Xue, MD, PhD, RPVI

“The Best. Study Material.” —Heather Dieterle, RDMS, RVT, RT(R)

“Great CME activity!” —Amada Daulen, RDMS, RT(R)

“I enjoyed the multitude of questions and how they are presented in order by topic. I easily passed the exam after studying this review. Passed the exam first time. Very easy to review for the PVI and refreshing my knowledge.” —Bahodir Saidov, MD, RVT, RPVI

“ScoreCards makes it easy to study and remember.” —Elena Parker, RDMS

“Very useful information. Helps a lot when reviewing for the PVI and refreshing my knowledge.” —Bahodir Saidov, MD, RDMS, RVT

“I used Davies’ material to review for my exam and passed the first time. Very easy to understand and very informative. I recommend it to anyone studying for the exam as well as earning CMEs.” —Sophia Gambarian, RVT
Vascular Reference Guide
Inside Ultrasound
Gail P. Size, BS, RVT, RVS, RPhS, FSFU
Laurie Lozanski, BS, RVT
Troy Russo, RVT, RVS, RDGS, RDMS
CME Credits: 20
Catalog No: 11056
Price: $169.95

New!
Terry Reynolds calls Inside Ultrasound’s Vascular Reference Guide a masterpiece. He’s right. The life’s work of one of the most respected authorities in the field, it is painstakingly and gorgeously illustrated, bristling with facts, figures, formulas, conversion tables, correlative data, and other information that cannot easily be found elsewhere. What are the cardiac effects on spectral Doppler waveforms in the presence of conditions such as Paget’s disease, atrial fibrillation, or sickle cell anemia, among many other conditions? See Table 133 in the chapter devoted to this topic. What are the normal values, flow characteristics, and terminal beds of the extracranial vessels? Table 7. You will also find detailed protocols for direct and indirect vascular exams, comprehensive diagnostic criteria, differential diagnosis, correlative studies and data, and medical, surgical, and interventional treatment. So, yes, this 395-page spiral-bound full-color book has what you would expect. It is a comprehensive, easy-to-follow vascular reference containing more than 163 reference tables and 950 illustrations and images. It is very well formatted for quick reference. It is indexed. It does contain extras such as the official SVU glossary of vascular terminology. It is SVU-approved for 20 hours of CME credit acceptable to ARDS/AAPCA, ARRT, CCJ, and most accrediting organizations. But here, in addition to what you can count on finding, is a lifetime of priceless hints, tips, observations, little-known facts, and correlative pearls. There is also a lifetime’s perspective that I have not seen before in quite this way, chapters and tables that gather and organize the usual into unusual and eye-opening associations, topics that ordinarily would not be covered but are, and in satisfying ways. Browsing the Vascular Reference Guide is a joy not unlike that of browsing an encyclopedia or following a string of Google hits and threads into enchanted territory. It opens one’s eyes. It ties things together.

The authors haven’t stopped there. One of the most exciting features of the book is the use of Quick Response (QR) Codes. Scan the embedded codes with your mobile device to connect with online images and videos. You can use your mobile device to access website-based updates to the book anywhere, anytime. No charge.

My opinion? Not to own this book is to be, well, not serious about your professional library. Buy it. You will not be disappointed. In fact, I guarantee it.

—Michael Davies

Venous Vascular Reference Guide
Inside Ultrasound
Gail P. Size, BS, RVT, RVS, RPhS, FSFU
Laurie Lozanski, BS, RVT
Catalog No: 11068
Price: $139.95

Just Published!
Finally, a reference guide dedicated to noninvasive venous testing and the venous system! This comprehensive pocket-style textbook is well organized and easy to follow, with full-color images, anatomy drawings, quick-reference tables and helpful hints, physiology, hemodynamics, definitions, rationale, etiology of disease, risk factors, indications, contraindications, mechanism and location of disease, patient history, physical exam, exam protocols, interpretation, differential diagnosis, correlation, medical, surgical and endovascular treatments, protocol summaries, and points to remember sections.

- Anatomy, physiology, pathophysiology, and hemodynamics.
- Venous testing and interpretation, including venous insufficiency.
- Venous ablation duplex and venous pharmacology, including Sclerosant.
- Cardiac effects on spectral Doppler.
- Test optimization, measurements, terminology.

A must-have for all involved educators, venous and ultrasound professionals, nurses and physicians. This text defines the role of the sonographer in all venous testing and treatment.

Introduction to Vascular Ultrasonography
6th Edition (Hardcover)
John Pellerito, MD
Joseph F. Polak, MD, MPH
Catalog No: 18005
Price: $129.00

Now in the 6th edition, Introduction to Vascular Ultrasonography continues as a standard reference for vascular professionals and multispecialty sonographers. Our own Vascular Technology Review and Vascular Technology: An Illustrated Review frequently refer to it. Introduction to Vascular Ultrasonography is a classic and effective survey that reviews arterial and venous ultrasound. The new co-editor, Dr. Joseph Polak, and new contributors have updated the diagnostic procedures and written chapters on screening for vascular disease, evaluating organ transplants, and more. This 6th edition deserves a place in your personal and departmental libraries. Contains online access for high-quality images and videos. 704 pages. For RVT and RPVI candidates, it is a powerfully effective adjunct to Vascular Technology: An Illustrated Review, Vascular Technology Review, and ScreeCards for Vascular Technology. See our RPVI Bundles on pages 24–25 for discounts.

“Introduction to Vascular Ultrasonography is great! We now keep this book in the scanning room, and one of us is always reading or paging through it. Great reference book! And through Davies it is approved for 10 hours’ CME credit.” — Leticia Leija, RDMS

**Vascular Physics Review**
*An Intensive Q&A Review of Vascular Physics*

Barton A. Bean, RVT, FSVU  
Cindy A. Owen, RVT, RDMs, FSDMs  
Donald P. Ridgway, RVT  
Sergio X. Salles-Cunha, PhD, RVT, FSVU  
James A. Zagrebksi, PhD  
Step 2: Mock Exam  
Catalog No: 11031  
Price: $55.00

---

**Abdominal Ultrasound**
*How, Why and When*

Jane A. Bates, DMU, Mphil, DCR  
Catalog No: 18018  
Price: $77.95

One of the most useful abdominal ultrasound texts, providing a solid reference companion to Davies’ Abdominal Sonography mock exam (see pages 10–11). This 349-page book provides a practical, clinically relevant guide for all practitioners working in the field of abdominal ultrasound. Its aim is to enable the operator to maximize the diagnostic information and recognize the limitations of ultrasound scans.

**Abdominal Ultrasound** is written and edited by one of the leading consultant sonographers in the UK, who is based at one of the principal centers for abdominal ultrasound. The book provides a working manual for the busy practitioner and is invaluable as a textbook for those wishing to enter the field. This is a great book to refer to while using our *Abdominal Sonography Review* or *Abdominal Sonography CD-ROM Mock Exam*. These publications help to prepare you for taking the ARDMS exam.

**Techniques of Abdominal Vascular Sonography DVD**
*An In-Depth Presentation of Abdominal Vasculature*

Marsha M. Neumyer, BS, RVT, FSVU  
Brian L. Thiele, MD  
D.E. Strandness, Jr., MD  
Catalog No: 11048  
Price: $79.95

Here for the first time the acknowledged expertise and long experience of the Vascular Studies Section at Penn State’s Milton S. Hershey Medical Center is distilled in a presentation that covers the following:

- The visceral vascular anatomy.
- The ultrasonographic appearance of the vascular arteries and veins.
- The hemodynamics of the visceral vasculature, including the hepato-portal, mesenteric, and renal circulatory systems.
- The pitfalls of abdominal vascular sonography.
- The solutions to diagnostic dilemmas.

The information obtained by abdominal vascular sonography can play a major role in the diagnostic algorithms for a number of presenting complaints and conditions. This DVD is an important contribution to the training and continuing education of the vascular technologists and sonographers who obtain this information and the physicians who direct and interpret these studies. Use in combination with *Abdominal Sonography Review* as you study for the ARDMS Abdomen specialty exam.

---

**Vascular Anatomy and Physiology**
*An Introductory Text*

Ann C. Belanger  
CME Credits: 5  
Catalog No: 11002  
Price: $42.95

For anyone who needs a dedicated vascular A&P text—with a wonderfully clear exposition of hemodynamics—here is a wealth of information on standard anatomic terminology, micro and macro anatomy, vascular physiology, cardiopulmonary and systemic circulations, and arterial and venous hemodynamics. Simple, clear, and very reader-friendly. Includes self-assessment quizzes, end-of-chapter summaries, and a CME component. 208 pages.

---


**Vascular Physics Review**
*An Intensive Q&A Review of Vascular Physics*

Barton A. Bean, RVT, FSVU  
Cindy A. Owen, RVT, RDMs, FSDMs  
Donald P. Ridgway, RVT  
Sergio X. Salles-Cunha, PhD, RVT, FSVU  
James A. Zagrebksi, PhD  
Step 2: Mock Exam  
Catalog No: 11031  
Price: $55.00

---

**Abdominal Ultrasound**
*How, Why and When*

Jane A. Bates, DMU, Mphil, DCR  
Catalog No: 18018  
Price: $77.95

One of the most useful abdominal ultrasound texts, providing a solid reference companion to Davies’ Abdominal Sonography mock exam (see pages 10–11). This 349-page book provides a practical, clinically relevant guide for all practitioners working in the field of abdominal ultrasound. Its aim is to enable the operator to maximize the diagnostic information and recognize the limitations of ultrasound scans.

**Abdominal Ultrasound** is written and edited by one of the leading consultant sonographers in the UK, who is based at one of the principal centers for abdominal ultrasound. The book provides a working manual for the busy practitioner and is invaluable as a textbook for those wishing to enter the field. This is a great book to refer to while using our *Abdominal Sonography Review* or *Abdominal Sonography CD-ROM Mock Exam*. These publications help to prepare you for taking the ARDMS exam.

**Techniques of Abdominal Vascular Sonography DVD**
*An In-Depth Presentation of Abdominal Vasculature*

Marsha M. Neumyer, BS, RVT, FSVU  
Brian L. Thiele, MD  
D.E. Strandness, Jr., MD  
Catalog No: 11048  
Price: $79.95

Here for the first time the acknowledged expertise and long experience of the Vascular Studies Section at Penn State’s Milton S. Hershey Medical Center is distilled in a presentation that covers the following:

- The visceral vascular anatomy.
- The ultrasonographic appearance of the vascular arteries and veins.
- The hemodynamics of the visceral vasculature, including the hepato-portal, mesenteric, and renal circulatory systems.
- The pitfalls of abdominal vascular sonography.
- The solutions to diagnostic dilemmas.

The information obtained by abdominal vascular sonography can play a major role in the diagnostic algorithms for a number of presenting complaints and conditions. This DVD is an important contribution to the training and continuing education of the vascular technologists and sonographers who obtain this information and the physicians who direct and interpret these studies. Use in combination with *Abdominal Sonography Review* as you study for the ARDMS Abdomen specialty exam.

---

**Vascular Anatomy and Physiology**
*An Introductory Text*

Ann C. Belanger  
CME Credits: 5  
Catalog No: 11002  
Price: $42.95

For anyone who needs a dedicated vascular A&P text—with a wonderfully clear exposition of hemodynamics—here is a wealth of information on standard anatomic terminology, micro and macro anatomy, vascular physiology, cardiopulmonary and systemic circulations, and arterial and venous hemodynamics. Simple, clear, and very reader-friendly. Includes self-assessment quizzes, end-of-chapter summaries, and a CME component. 208 pages.
Abdominal Sonography CD-ROM Mock Exam

An Interactive Q&A Review for the ARDMS and ARRT(S) Exams

Version 4.0

Cindy A. Owen, RVT, RDMS, FSDMS
Edward G. Grant, MD

Step 2: Mock Exam
CME Credits: 15
Catalog No: 11041
Price: $89.95 Download | $99.95 Physical CD

Powerful, featuresome, and fun, this multimedia wonder simulates the ARDMS exam experience right down to the automatic timer, and it delivers CME credit conveniently and inexpensively. This is the CD that does NOT skip explanations, shut down after a certain amount of use, shortchange you with inadequate content, or fail to give you a complete topic-by-topic analysis of your performance. Before you know it, you will be preparing for your registry exams, earning CME credit, or both. And you will be doing it with the latest version of Davies’ state-of-the-art interactive mock exam, written and peer-reviewed by experts and so easy to use that no one has ever called to ask, How do I use this? In fact—dare we say it?—you might even have fun while studying to pass and earn your RDMS credential.

We also have a downloadable version of this product on our website for instant access—and $10 in savings. Good for ARRT(S) candidates, too!

- 574 questions and answers in registry format ensure that you are prepared.
- Use in Test or Study Mode.
- 88 image-based cases sharpen your wits.
- Simple explanations clarify answer choices.
- Concise tutorials cover key concepts.
- Video clips illustrate clinical principles and techniques.
- References guide your further study.
- Automatic timer paces you.
- Performance analysis automatically scores and highlights your strengths and weaknesses.
- Review missed questions in Study Mode for instant feedback.
- Unlimited personal use means you pay only once.
- Earn 15 SDMS-approved credits anywhere, anytime.

We recommend that RDMS and ARRT(S) candidates in Abdomen combine this CD with Ultrasound Physics Mock Exam CD-ROM and Abdominal Ultrasound: How, Why and When.

See page 29 for System Requirements.
“I’ve been doing ultrasound for 36 years. I always use Davies’ books to get my CMEs. This book is the best ever! These forced CMEs are the best way to stay informed. I will use this as a reference book at my workplace. I show it to others as a great reference. Thank you!”
—Carla LaBarbera, RDMS

“I have always appreciated the style with which Davies presents its information for vascular, abdomen, and ob/gyn material.”
—Michael Bowers, RVT, RDMS

“Good questions and explanations that get straight to the point. Davies Publishing has been a great source for all of my registry reviews. I have used abdomen, vascular, and ob/gyn material.”
—Nita Mehta, RDMS, RVT, RT(R)

“A very good source for clinical use and easy to look up different subjects.”
—Jennifer Gordon, RT(R)/MI, RDMS, RVT

“Excellent! I have used the book for both the SDMS and ARRT(S) exams and I found it to be a great reference book at my workplace. I show it to others as a great reference. Thank you!”
—Gilberto Lopez, RDMS

“Jim is the 2016 winner of the SDMS Joan Baker Pioneer Award.”
—Laurie Hokanson, RVT

“Excellent book! I used this book for all of my registry reviews. The website with the CD included was a great addition!”
—Rose Marie Miranda, RDMS

“I think this CD mock exam is a great way to prepare for the registry.”
—Tracy Posey, RDMS

“Order Toll-Free 877-792-0005
www.daviespublishing.com
Ob/Gyn Sonography Review, 2nd Edition

A Q&A Review for the ARDMS and ARRT(S) Exams

Kathy A. Gill, MS, RT, RDMS, FSDMS
Jim Baun, BS, RDMS, RVT, FSDMS
Traci B. Fox, EdD, RT(R), RDMS, RVT

Step 2: Mock Exam
CME Credits: 12
Catalog No: 11069
Price: $55.00

New 2nd Edition!
Kathy Gill's registry-like practice exam hones your test-taking skills and teaches the facts and principles you must know to pass the ob/gyn specialty exam or the ob/gyn portion of the ARRT(S) exam. Based on the ARDMS exam outline, it accurately assesses your knowledge by exam topic and focuses your efforts on what really counts. Ob/Gyn Sonography Review contains 700 questions in registry format together with answers, clear explanations, and references. More than 220 image-based cases prepare you to tackle the scans on your examination. For thorough preparation to pass, combine with Ob/Gyn Sonography: An Illustrated Review and ScoreCards for Ob/Gyn Sonography.

ScoreCards for Ob/Gyn Sonography

A Q&A Flashcard Study System for Obstetrics and Gynecology

Traci B. Fox, EdD, RT(R), RDMS, RVT

Step 3: Q&A Memory Skills Flashcard Drills
CME Credits: 12
Catalog No: 11092
Price: $55.95

New Publication!
The sophisticated, easy-to-use spiral-bound ScoreCards flip-and-flashcard study system yields maximum gain with minimum pain, and it’s fun. Exercise your ability to think fast and recall key facts wherever you are—at lunch, on weekend outings, or between patients. Written by well-known experts, ScoreCards delivers nearly 500 questions keyed to the registry's own exam outline, plus answers, explanations, and quick references. More than 140 images and handy references. Step 3 in Davies’ CME-approved 1-2-3 Step Ultrasound Education & Test Preparation program, ScoreCards for Ob/Gyn Sonography is very effective in combination with Ob/Gyn Sonography: An Illustrated Review (Step 1) and either Ob/Gyn Sonography Review (book) or Ob/Gyn Sonography CD-ROM Mock Exam (Step 2). See our discounted 3-Step Bundle on page 24.

Ob/Gyn Sonography: An Illustrated Review

Based on the ARDMS exam outline, it accurately assesses your knowledge by exam topic and focuses your efforts on what really counts. Ob/Gyn Sonography Review contains 700 questions in registry format together with answers, clear explanations, and references. More than 220 image-based cases prepare you to tackle the scans on your examination. For thorough preparation to pass, combine with Ob/Gyn Sonography: An Illustrated Review and ScoreCards for Ob/Gyn Sonography.

ScoreCards for Ob/Gyn Sonography

A Q&A Flashcard Study System for Obstetrics and Gynecology

Traci B. Fox, EdD, RT(R), RDMS, RVT

Step 3: Q&A Memory Skills Flashcard Drills
CME Credits: 12
Catalog No: 11092
Price: $55.95

New Publication!
The sophisticated, easy-to-use spiral-bound ScoreCards flip-and-flashcard study system yields maximum gain with minimum pain, and it’s fun. Exercise your ability to think fast and recall key facts wherever you are—at lunch, on weekend outings, or between patients. Written by well-known experts, ScoreCards delivers nearly 500 questions keyed to the registry's own exam outline, plus answers, explanations, and quick references. More than 140 images and handy references. Step 3 in Davies’ CME-approved 1-2-3 Step Ultrasound Education & Test Preparation program, ScoreCards for Ob/Gyn Sonography is very effective in combination with Ob/Gyn Sonography: An Illustrated Review (Step 1) and either Ob/Gyn Sonography Review (book) or Ob/Gyn Sonography CD-ROM Mock Exam (Step 2). See our discounted 3-Step Bundle on page 24.

Ob/Gyn Sonography: An Illustrated Review

Based on the ARDMS exam outline, it accurately assesses your knowledge by exam topic and focuses your efforts on what really counts. Ob/Gyn Sonography Review contains 700 questions in registry format together with answers, clear explanations, and references. More than 220 image-based cases prepare you to tackle the scans on your examination. For thorough preparation to pass, combine with Ob/Gyn Sonography: An Illustrated Review and ScoreCards for Ob/Gyn Sonography.

ScoreCards for Ob/Gyn Sonography

A Q&A Flashcard Study System for Obstetrics and Gynecology

Traci B. Fox, EdD, RT(R), RDMS, RVT

Step 3: Q&A Memory Skills Flashcard Drills
CME Credits: 12
Catalog No: 11092
Price: $55.95

New Publication!
The sophisticated, easy-to-use spiral-bound ScoreCards flip-and-flashcard study system yields maximum gain with minimum pain, and it’s fun. Exercise your ability to think fast and recall key facts wherever you are—at lunch, on weekend outings, or between patients. Written by well-known experts, ScoreCards delivers nearly 500 questions keyed to the registry's own exam outline, plus answers, explanations, and quick references. More than 140 images and handy references. Step 3 in Davies’ CME-approved 1-2-3 Step Ultrasound Education & Test Preparation program, ScoreCards for Ob/Gyn Sonography is very effective in combination with Ob/Gyn Sonography: An Illustrated Review (Step 1) and either Ob/Gyn Sonography Review (book) or Ob/Gyn Sonography CD-ROM Mock Exam (Step 2). See our discounted 3-Step Bundle on page 24.
Breast Ultrasound

How, Why and When

Anne-Marie Dixon, MHS, PGCHEP, DMU, DCR(R)

Catalog No: 18006
Price: $79.95

This detailed and comprehensive reference manual for breast ultrasound reflects current ARDMS guidelines and cites authoritative peer-reviewed evidence. Written by and for sonographers/radiographers, it remains accessible to students as well. The fundamental skills and techniques used for acquiring high-quality diagnostic images are explained and demonstrated through both text and images. The ultrasound images one typically sees in the field underpin instruction in interpretation and diagnosis provided by the text. Additionally the book provides images of unusual and rare appearances, allowing readers to avoid common pitfalls and resolve diagnostic dilemmas. 288 pages. Breast Ultrasound is especially useful in combination with the registry-like mock exam Breast Sonography Review (also available in CD-ROM format) by Kathy Gill.

Breast Sonography Review

A Q&A Review for the ARDMS and ARRT(BS) Breast Exams

Kathryn A. Gill, MS, RT, RDMS, FSDMS

Step 2: Mock Exam
CME Credits: 6
Catalog No: 11052
Price: $55.00

Test yourself before the ARDMS or the ARRT tests you! Kathryn Gill’s Breast Sonography Review illuminates the facts and principles on which you will be tested, hones your test-taking skills, and reveals your strengths and weaknesses by exam topic. This review contains 349 registry-like questions (including CME questions) together with answers, clear explanations, and quick references for further study. Image-based cases and schematic illustrations prepare you to tackle images, anatomy, and pathology on your exam. Coverage includes breast instrumentation and technique, normal anatomy, benign versus malignant features, specific benign and malignant lesions, and invasive procedures—all in approximate proportion to the exam itself. Why are the Davies mock exams so popular and effective? Because they contain the same kinds of thought-provoking questions you will find on your exam! Download this product from our website for immediate use (and save $10).

Breast Sonography CD-ROM Mock Exam

A Q&A Review for the ARDMS and ARRT(BS) Breast Exams

Version 4.0

Kathryn A. Gill, MS, RT, RDMS, FSDMS

Step 2: Mock Exam
CME Credits: 10
Catalog No: 11051
Price: $89.95 Download | $99.95 Physical CD

From best-selling author Kathryn Gill, this mock exam and learning resource covers exactly what you need to learn to pass the ARDMS or ARRT(BS) specialty exam in breast sonography. Featuresome, fun, and easy to use, this interactive mock exam simulates the registry experience and delivers CME credit conveniently and inexpensively. Coverage includes breast instrumentation and technique, normal anatomy, benign versus malignant features, specific benign and malignant lesions, and invasive procedures—all in approximate proportion to the exam itself. Why are the Davies mock exams so popular and effective? Because they contain the same kinds of thought-provoking questions you will find on your exam! Download this product from our website for immediate use (and save $10).

We recommend that RDMS Breast candidates combine this mock exam with Breast Ultrasound: How, Why and When.

See page 29 for System Requirements.

The program has a greater variety of questions and answers than other study materials." —Kathleen English, RDMS, RT(R)

"I like that I can customize my study sessions and tests." —Marie Yamanaka, RDMS

"The explanations are so helpful in Breast Sonography Review. I studied each one and learned a lot. I passed the ARDMS exam!" —Shiva Gharajeh, RDMS

"The questions were both challenging and comprehensive. I loved the explanations and review of data. This is a great review resource, very comprehensive." —Mary Spinozzi, BA, RDMS, RVT, RDCS

"Loved the explanations and book references." —Kimberly Tenhouse, RDMS, RVT, RT

"An excellent review for breast sonographers." —Vicki Crowley, RDMS

"I have really gotten a lot out of the CD-ROM Mock Exams." —Jeffrey L. Boock, RDMS

"Thanks for putting this information together. Davies does an excellent job preparing you for board exams and review for CME credit." —Sarah Harmon, RDMS, RVT

Educators with Benefits!
Are you an educator or program director? Sign up to receive examination copies of books and CDs, student discount coupons, and other free material. Call us toll-free or visit our website to enroll:
daviespublishing.com/eduContact.aspx
Davies never shares your information with third parties. Period!
“Excellent review material! It’s like attending a review class.” —Chenani Delarosa, RDMS

“Excellent review material! It’s like attending a review class.” —Natalie Rose Benningfield, RVT, RDMS, RDCS

Musculoskeletal Sonography Review
A Q&A Review for the ARDMS Musculoskeletal Sonographer Exam
Susan Raatz Stephenson, MA Ed, BSRT-U, RDMS, RVT, RT(R)(CI), CIIP
Nirvikar Dahiya, MD
Step 2: Mock Exam
CME Credits: 15
Catalog No: 11064
Price: $55.00

New Product!

With over 550 registry-like multiple-choice questions and concise, straightforward explanations, Musculoskeletal Sonography Review illuminates this challenging and relatively new ARDMS specialty from the point of view of experts Susan Raatz Stephenson of Siemens Healthcare and Dr. Nirvikar Dahiya, Senior Associate Consultant, Division Chair, Ultrasound, at the Mayo Clinic College of Medicine, Phoenix, Arizona. More than 200 images, schematics, and illustrations supplement the coverage, which includes all topics and tasks on the ARDMS exam content outline—from anatomy and physiology to pathology, protocols, measurement techniques, data integration, sonographer-assisted treatments, instrumentation, and MSK-related physical principles.

Musculoskeletal Sonography CD-ROM Mock Exam
A Q&A Review for the ARDMS MSKS Exam
Version 4.0
Susan Raatz Stephenson, MA Ed, BSRT-U, RDMS, RVT, RT(R)(CI), CIIP
Nirvikar Dahiya, MD
Step 2: Mock Exam
CME Credits: 15
Catalog No: 11064
Price: $89.95 Download | $99.95 Physical CD

New Product!

This interactive CD-ROM program is featuresome, fun, and contains all the questions, explanations, and coverage of the mock exam in book form—and more! In addition to 550 registry-like questions, 100+ images, and concise explanations, Musculoskeletal Sonography CD-ROM Mock Exam offers two ways to access the questions: Study Mode (a user-driven reading/studying mode) and Test Mode. In Test Mode you can take ARDMS-style or customized timed tests. Your total and topic-by-topic scores are automatically calculated when you finish. Test yourself repeatedly—new questions in a different randomized order appear every time—and review missed items in Study Mode. Drill yourself, get your itemized score at the end, identify weak areas, study—and repeat. You’ll wake up on exam day full of confidence. Also available as a download, direct from our server to your computer, for $89.95.

Adult Echo Review, 2nd Edition
A Q&A Review for the ARDMS Adult Echo Examination
Step 2: Mock Exam
CME Credits: 12
Catalog No: 11071
Price: $55.00

New Edition!

An indispensable resource for RDMS candidates containing 700 questions and answers (200 image-based) with brief explanations and key references for further study to help you prepare for the ARDMS Adult Echo exam. It lets you identify your strengths and weaknesses and tests your progress so that you can study efficiently. Coverage emphasizes case-based questions and standard sonographic views, normal anatomy and physiology, structural cardiac anomalies, dysrhythmias, acquired pathology, other conditions, and reference values updated to align with the latest ASE guidelines. Written by well-known authors Dr. Carol Mitchell and Bridgett Willey, and peer-reviewed by numerous national experts. Especially effective in combination with Ultrasound Physics Review. Combine the two printed mock exams for a total of $99—an $11 discount.

New 2nd Edition!

Dr. Carol Mitchell and Bridgett Willey’s completely new interactive CD-ROM mock exam explains the facts and principles on which you will be tested, hones your test-taking skills, and reveals your strengths and weaknesses by exam topic. This review contains 700 registry-like questions together with answers, clear explanations, and quick references for further study. Fifty real-time video clips and more than 200 image-based cases and schematic illustrations prepare you for the images, anatomy, and pathology on the exam. Coverage emphasizes case-based questions and standard sonographic views, normal anatomy and physiology, structural cardiac anomalies, dysrhythmias, acquired pathology, other conditions, and reference values updated to align with the latest ASE guidelines—all cross-referenced to the exam.

Adult Echo CD-ROM Mock Exam, 2nd Edition
An Interactive Q&A Review for the ARDMS Specialty Exam
Version 4.0
Carol Mitchell, PhD, RDMS, RDGS, RDCS, RT(R), ACS, FASE, FSDMS
Bridgett Willey, MS, RDMS, RVT, RDCS, RT(R)
Step 2: Mock Exam
CME Credits: 15
Catalog No: 11065
Price: $89.95 Download | $99.95 Physical CD

New 2nd Edition!

Dr. Carol Mitchell and Bridgett Willey’s completely new interactive CD-ROM mock exam explains the facts and principles on which you will be tested, hones your test-taking skills, and reveals your strengths and weaknesses by exam topic. This review contains 700 registry-like questions together with answers, clear explanations, and quick references for further study. Fifty real-time video clips and more than 200 image-based cases and schematic illustrations prepare you for the images, anatomy, and pathology on the exam. Coverage emphasizes case-based questions and standard sonographic views, normal anatomy and physiology, structural cardiac anomalies, dysrhythmias, acquired pathology, other conditions, and reference values updated to align with the latest ASE guidelines—all cross-referenced to the exam.
Fetal Heart Ultrasound
How, Why and When
Catherine Fredouille, MD
Jean-Eric Develay-Morice, MD
Catalog No: 18047
Price: $84.95

Fetal Heart Ultrasound, now in its second edition, has been written as a practical guide for the ultrasound examination of the fetal heart. The fetal heart is considered to be the most important and difficult part of a fetal examination. This 200-page book aims not only to aid in the performance of the examination but also to define what constitutes the fetal heart. The fetal heart is considered to be the most important and difficult part of a fetal examination. Revised and Updated 2nd Edition!

Fetal Echo CD-ROM Mock Exam
An Interactive Q&A Review for the ARDMS Specialty Exam
2nd Edition, Version 4.0
Nikki Stahl, RTR(R)(M)(CT), RDMS, RVT
Valerie Kunes, BA, AS(R), RDMS, RDCS, RVT
Bradley W. Robinson, MD, FACC
Step 2: Mock Exam
CME Credits: 15
Catalog No: 11066
Price: $89.95 Download | $99.95 Physical CD

Revised and Updated 2nd Edition!
This updated and expanded edition covers the facts and principles on which you will be tested, honing your test-taking skills, and quantifies your strengths and weaknesses by exam topic. Based on the ARDMS specialty exam outline, this review contains 475 registry-like questions together with answers, clear explanations, and references for further study. More than 80 image-based cases and schematic illustrations prepare you to tackle images, anatomy, and pathology on the exam. Coverage includes embryology, indications, incidence of congenital heart disease, timing of the fetal echo exam, standard sonoanatomic views, normal anatomy and physiology, structural cardiac anomalies, dysrhythmias, acquired pathology, and other conditions—all in approximate proportion to the exam itself.

Physics
The ARDMS Sonography Principles and Instrumentation (SPI) examination tests basic physical principles and instrumentation knowledge—for ARRT candidates as well. Passing this exam is a requirement for the RDMS, RDCS, RVT, and RMSKS credentials. Sonography professionals who seek an ARDMS credential are required to pass both the SPI examination and a corresponding specialty examination within five years. Once the SPI exam is passed, applicants may earn multiple credentials without having to repeat a physical principles and instrumentation exam. Every RPVI and ARRT candidate in sonography also must know this material.

Davies offers an SPI mock exam in book or interactive form—Ultrasound Physics Review, Ultrasound Physics CD-ROM Mock Exam, and Ultrasound Physics Mock Exam (download). We also have Dr. Kremkau’s new 9th edition of his standard physics textbook for further study (see next page).

If you are looking for guidance and a clear understanding of the principles and facts you must know to pass the SPI exam, the Davies mock exam is the one for you. It’s also perfect for ARRT(S)(VS)(BS) candidates.

Ultrasound Physics Review
A Q&A Review for the ARDMS SPI Exam with ARRT(S) and RPVI Physics Coverage
Cindy A. Owen, RVT, RDMS, FSDMS
James A. Zagzebski, PhD
Step 2: Mock Exam
CME Credits: 12
Catalog No: 11030
Price: $55.00

For the ARDMS/APCA SPI exam and ARRT(S)(VS)(BS) physics!
Here is the SPI edition of the single best-selling mock exam devoted to the ARDMS exam in ultrasound physics. If you are looking for guidance and a clear understanding of the principles and facts you must know to pass the SPI or ARRT(S)(VS)(BS) exams, this review is for you. Written by a sonographer who not only loves ultrasound physics but delights in—and excels at—explaining it to others, this mock examination hones your test-taking skills, measures your progress as you study, and assesses your strengths and weaknesses by exam topic so that you can focus your effort where it counts. With 600 registry-like questions, 93 image-based questions, and simple, clear explanations, the SPI edition of the best-selling Ultrasound Physics Review illuminates this difficult subject from the point of view of the sonographer and points the way to success. An Image Gallery prepares you to tackle the scans on the exam. Edited by eminent medical physicist Jim Zagzebski, PhD, Ultrasound Physics Review is a powerful and proven simulation of the actual SPI exam. Very effective in combination with the new 9th edition of Dr. Kremkau’s standard physics text (see next page).
Ultrasound Physics CD-ROM Mock Exam
An Interactive Q&A Review for the ARDMS/APCA SPI Exam
Version 4.0
Cindy A. Owen, RVT, RDMS, FSDMS
James A. Zagebelski, PhD

Step 2: Mock Exam
ARDMS/ACUS SPI exam and ARRT(S)(VS)(BS) physics!

Here is the SPI edition of the single best-selling mock exam devoted to the ARDMS exam in ultrasound physics! Powerful, featuresome, and fun, this interactive wonder simulates the exam experience and delivers CME credit conveniently and inexpensively. Written by an internationally renowned sonographer who not only loves ultrasound physics but delights in—and excels at—explaining it to others. Covers the physics portion of the Physicians’ Vascular Interpretation exam.

Download this product—and save $10—from our website.

Extra
RVT | RPVI | RVS | RDMS | RDSC | RCS | MSKS | ARRT(S)(VS)(BS)

What Educators Say . . .
“Davies’ material is an excellent resource for registry review. As an instructor of an accredited program, I implement all the Davies material that is published.”
—Chastity Case, RT(R), RDMS, RVT

We use all of Davies’ registry reviews and have a computer workstation where students can practice. Graduates also come back to practice before taking exams. We are having some great successes!”—Charlotte Henningsen, MS, RT(R), RDMS, RVT, FSDMS, FAIUM, Chair and Professor, Diagnostic Medical Sonography Department, Adventist University of Health Sciences

“Davies’ Ultrasound Physics Mock Exam is an excellent resource to prepare for the registry exam. Very easy to use.”
—Haytham Zghaib, MD, RDMS, RVT

“Ultrasound Physics CD-ROM Mock Exam is excellent preparation for the SPI exam.”
—Joy Ziemianin, RDMS

Fear of Physics?
Mention physics to some sonographers and their expression tells you that you might as well have said “quantum mechanics” or “regression analysis.” Perhaps this describes you. Certainly, fear of physics is common among registry candidates. So is taking the exam more than once. For frustrated sonographers who want to put this test behind them, we join thousands of successful candidates and educators in recommending the Ultrasound Physics (SPI) Mock Exam by Cindy Owen, RVT, RDMS, FSDMS.

Sonography: Principles and Instruments
9th Edition (Hardcover)
Frederick W. Kremkau, PhD

Step 1: Review Text
Catalog No: 18010
Price: $111.00

New 9th Edition!
The 9th edition of Kremkau’s standard Sonography: Principles and Instruments concisely and comprehensively covers the essential aspects of sonography physics and technology, presenting state-of-the-art content in a dynamic, highly visual format. Conducitely prepare for the challenges of practice with a clear understanding of how diagnostic sonography works, including Doppler, artifacts, safety, quality assurance, the latest technology, and more. 304 pages.

About Our Interactive Mock Exams . . .
Popular, effective, and fun! These multimedia wonders simulate the exam experience right down to the automatic timer, they deliver CME credit conveniently and inexpensively, and they automatically analyze your performance to reveal your strengths and weaknesses so that you can study more efficiently. Choose the best!

Test Mode . . .
In Test Mode take standard registry-style tests or design your own exams. Either way, each time you test yourself new questions are randomly presented by exam topic in a ratio approximating the actual exam. You receive a complete performance analysis when you’re finished—overall results, results by exam topic, missed and skipped questions for review, and elapsed time. Each report is date- and time-stamped so you can track your progress. While taking practice exams you can pause for restroom breaks, bookmark and skip troublesome questions for later review, skip forward or backward through the questions, and go to the first or last questions. Very registry-like.

Learn Mode . . .
In Learn Mode you receive immediate feedback whenever you answer a question—right or wrong, correct answer, explanation, references, additional images or illustrations, tutorials for difficult topics, and additional Q&A on the same topic. Study any exam topic you like or all of them. You’re in control.

Other Features . . .
・Browse the Image Library.
・Learn proven test-prep and test-taking strategies.
・Earn continuing medical education (CME) credit.
・Search the contact directory for key organizations and websites.
・Use the cross references to related registry reviews and study aids from Davies so you have exactly what you need to know to pass your exams and stay current.

Compare . . .
These are the CDs that do NOT skip explanations, shut down after a certain amount of use, shortchange you with inadequate content, or fail to give you a complete topic-by-topic analysis of your performance. Written, peer-reviewed, and continuously reviewed and updated by experts.

SDMS-approved for 15 hours’ CME credit each: $99.95 each physical CD | $89.95 to download.
Educational site licenses are available for DMS programs. Please call for details.
Vascular Technology 3-Step Bundle for the ARDMS, APCA, CCI, and ARRT(VS) Exams

(Includes CD-ROM; choose Windows or Mac)

CME Credits: 40
Catalog No: Vasc-123
Separately: $240.85
Bundled Price: $219.85
Save $30.00

For RVT, RPVI, ARRT(VS), and RVS candidates, here is the most powerful, convenient, and inexpensive way to prepare for your exams. And it works: More than 90% of our customers pass on their first attempt.* This discounted bundle combines the Davies 1-2-3 Step products that are designed to triangulate on your goal of passing the exam—(1) a concise didactic text that explains and illustrates exactly what you need to know to pass the exam, silver-bullet style, (2) an interactive CD-ROM mock exam that automatically identifies your strengths and weaknesses, and (3) a portable Q&A memory skills flashcard drill that helps you think on your feet and memorize key facts and principles.

Ob/Gyn Sonography 3-Step Bundle for the ARDMS or ARRT(S) Exam

(Includes CD-ROM; choose Windows or Mac)

CME Credits: 42
Catalog No: ObGyn-123
Separately: $258.50
Bundled Price: $228.90
Save $30.00

For RDMS and ARRT(S) candidates, here is the most powerful, convenient, and inexpensive way to prepare for the Ob/Gyn Sonography exam. And it works: More than 90% of our customers pass on their first attempt.* This discounted bundle combines the Davies 1-2-3 Step products that are designed to triangulate on your goal of passing the exam—(1) a concise didactic text that explains and illustrates exactly what you need to know to pass the exam, silver-bullet style, (2) an interactive CD-ROM mock exam that automatically identifies your strengths and weaknesses, and (3) a portable Q&A memory skills flashcard drill that helps you think on your feet and memorize key facts and principles.

Vascular Technology + Ultrasound Physics SPI Bundle

(Includes CD-ROMs; choose Windows or Mac)

CME Credits: 45
Catalog No: RVT-1
Separately: $289.85
Bundled Price: $260.85
Save $29.00

For RVT candidates taking both the ARDMS Vascular Technology specialty exam and the Sonography Principles and Instruments (SPI) exam, here is the most powerful, convenient, and inexpensive way to prepare. And it works: More than 90% of our customers pass on their first attempt.* RVS and ARRT(VS) candidates taking their exams also benefit, as do physicians seeking the RPVI credential. This discounted bundle includes Claudia Rumwell and Micky McPharlin’s famously effective review text that explains and illustrates exactly what you need to know to pass the exam, silver-bullet style, including the sometimes less familiar indirect physiological tests. It also covers the physics portion of the exam—both ultrasound physics and vascular-specific physical principles—that unnecessarilly intimidates many candidates. The two CD-ROM mock exams—one for the VT exam and one for the SPI exam—ensure confident performance by providing baseline and progress analyses, timed practice, clear explanations, references, tutorials, an image gallery, and immediate identification of the candidate’s strengths and weaknesses.

Ob/Gyn Sonography + Ultrasound Physics SPI Bundle

(Includes CD-ROMs; choose Windows or Mac)

CME Credits: 47
Catalog No: ObGyn-13
Separately: $298.50
Bundled Price: $269.85
Save $28.65

For ARRT(S) candidates, here is the most powerful, convenient, and inexpensive way to prepare for the Ob/Gyn Sonography and Ultrasound Physics SPI exams. And it works: More than 90% of our customers pass on their first attempt.* This discounted bundle combines the Davies 1-2-3 Step products that are designed to triangulate on your goal of passing the exams—(1) a concise didactic text that explains and illustrates exactly what you need to know to pass the exam, silver-bullet style, (2) an interactive CD-ROM mock exam that automatically identifies your strengths and weaknesses, and (3) a portable Q&A memory skills flashcard drill that helps you think on your feet and memorize key facts and principles.

RPVI Study Bundle

(Includes CD-ROMs; choose Windows or Mac)

CME Credits: 55
Catalog No: RPVI-Bund
Separately: $478.80
Bundled Price: $418.00
Save $60.80

We recommend this high-value bundle for physicians with good breadth and depth of noninvasive vascular diagnostic experience. It covers all of the diagnostic modalities included on the PVI exam, as well as the indirect physiologic tests that some readers may be less familiar with than they are with the imaging studies. It also covers the physics embedded in the exam—both ultrasound physics and vascular-specific physical principles—which unnecessarily intimidates many candidates. The CD-ROM mock exams ensure confident performance by providing baseline and progress analyses, timed practice, excellent explanations, references, tutorials, an image gallery, and immediate identification of strengths and weaknesses. Includes Vascular Technology: An Illustrated Review [review text], Ultrasound Physics CD-ROM Mock Exam, Vascular Technology CD-ROM Mock Exam, ScoreCards for Vascular Technology, and Pellerito and Polaski’s Introduction to Vascular Ultrasasonography, 6th edition.

*Based on CME QA documentation and follow-up candidate surveys.
Sonography Scanning
Principles and Protocols
4th Edition (Hardcover)
Betty Bates Tempkin, BA
Catalog No: 18024
Price: $115.00
New 4th Edition!
This popular clinical reference illustrates in step-by-step detail how to perform AIUM-compliant ultrasound protocols and produce high-quality, standardized diagnostic sonograms for physicians. A remarkably useful technical reference for ultrasound professionals, departments, students, and registry candidates, this 704-page visual guide contains detailed instructions for imaging, documenting, and labeling pathology. Here is what you will find:

- Location, anatomy, physiology.
- Illustrated protocols.
- Step-by-step sonographic survey by plane and approach.
- Images required for a complete exam and physician interpretation.
- Explanatory schematic illustrations side-by-side with sonograms.
- Criteria for professionalism and clinical skills.
- Requisites for handling ultrasound equipment.
- Techniques for obtaining and labeling optimal images.
- A universal method for scanning and documenting pathology.

Everything is covered—scanning planes and methods, pathology protocol, abdomen, pelvis, small parts (including musculoskeletal, thyroid/parathyroid glands, breast, and neonatal brain), vasculature, heart. The perfect clinical companion? Tempkin’s Pocket Protocols for Sonography Scanning.

Pocket Protocols for Sonography Scanning
4th Edition
Betty Bates Tempkin, BA
Catalog No: 18025
Price: $83.95
New 4th Edition!
A handy and portable spiral-bound set of AIUM-compliant protocols designed to open and stand up in the exam area. Adapted from Tempkin’s Sonography Scanning: Principles and Protocols, this pocket guide features step-by-step protocols specifying the scanning plane, approach, views to document, and how to label each image. Each sonogram is accompanied by an explanatory schematic that identifies all of the anatomy. For sonographers, radiologic techs, and registry candidates (very helpful in studying for the ARDMS Abdomen and Ob/Gyn specialty exams), 570 pages.

Clinical Guide to Sonography 
Exercises for Critical Thinking
2nd Edition
Charlotte Henningsen, MS, RT(R), RDMS, RVT, FSDMS, FAIUM
Kathryn Kunz, MEd, RT(R), RDMS, RVT, FSOMS
Diane Youngh, MEd, RDMS, RVT
Catalog No: 18026
Price: $122.00
CME Credits: 10 (only from Davies)
New 2nd Edition!
Organized by clinical problem rather than by body system, Clinical Guide to Sonography enables you to quickly find information related to the symptom being reported by the patient. This unique format covers various pathologies that may be related to a patient’s symptoms and features illustrations and sonograms that demonstrate each pathology. The book is divided into five major sections: abdomen, obstetrics, gynecology, superficial structures, and a miscellaneous section to include pediatric and vascular clinical indications. Each chapter within those sections focuses on a clinical indication and incorporates background information, a clinical scenario, discussions of pathologies and differential diagnoses, illustrations, sonograms, and patient scenarios with multiple-choice and case-based questions to ensure you have a solid understanding of the material. 528 pages. 10 hours of SDMS-approved CME credit only from Davies.

Key Features
- Symptom-based presentation makes it easy for beginning and experienced sonographers to quickly find information related to the patient’s symptoms.
- Summary tables of differential diagnoses and sonographic findings provide a brief overview of all chapter material for quick reference.
- Clinical scenarios at the beginning of each chapter help you learn to apply information to a clinical setting.
- Case studies and discussion questions allow the opportunity to enhance critical-thinking skills while measuring the level of comprehension of the material.
- Over 900 ultrasound images correlated to the pathology illustrate what is encountered in a clinical setting.
- Glossary helps define important terminology.

New to This Edition
- New chapters provide more coverage of the pathology sonographers encounter in practice.
Why CME credit is important...

To take your SPI exam, you need 12 ARDMS-accepted CME credits in ultrasound physics. There are a number of different prerequisites for ARDMS, ARRT, and CCI candidates. Find out more pertaining to your specific situation by visiting their websites at ardms.org, artrt.org, or cci-online.org.

Once registered, you must continue to develop and update your clinical skills and knowledge through continuing medical education (CME) activities. That is a good thing. It's a good thing for you, it's a good thing for your patients, and it's a good thing for your employer. It also ensures the value of your registry credential.

If you don't fulfill your CME requirements, however, you will lose your active registry status and be forced to pay the current fees, earn additional CMEs, and pass your physics and specialty examinations, all over again. That would not be a good thing.

All ARDMS Registrants are required to complete 30 credit hours of ARDMS-approved continuing medical education (CME) within a repeating three-year period in order to maintain Active status. ARDMS notifies Registrants of the three-year period in which they need to earn their CMEs. The three-year CME period is based on the calendar year (January 1 through December 31). For instance, a Registrant whose three-year CME cycle ends December 31, 2018, must earn at least 30 CMEs between January 1, 2016, and December 31, 2018—a three-year CME period that consists of the years 2016, 2017, and 2018. The next three-year CME period would be 2017, 2018, and 2019. The next three-year CME period after that would be 2018, 2019, and 2020.

ARDMS requires its Registrants to earn 24 CME credits during a two-year period. CCI has similar requirements.

To help you earn and maintain your registry status, Davies offers a broad range of SDMS-approved CME activities in a variety of formats—books, downloads, CD-ROMs, and flashcards. It used to be that you had to attend expensive meetings in inconvenient locations to earn CME credits. Now you can earn them by studying exactly what you want, when you want, in the format you want, at a price that is much more than reasonable.

“Davies has put my mind at ease as I prepare for my registry exams. All types of books are available through Davies at very affordable prices, and the service is excellent. I recommend Davies, especially for ease of CME.” —Elizabeth Burks, RDMS

“I passed the abdominal registry test... due to your guidance and great educational CDs and books: Keep up the fantastic student support and dedicated computer assistance!” —Shelia Miller, RT (R/S)

“Thank you very much for all of the books I have ordered from you. They helped me so much, and you are so nice and helpful. You are amazing. I really appreciate your work and good study references.” —Siranuysh Salmastyan, RDMS, RDCS, RVT

Returns and Exchanges. If your order is defective or damaged in transit, please call us so we can arrange for UPS pickup. All other returns must be in salable condition and returned to our office by traceable means (such as UPS) with a copy of the original invoice. We cannot be responsible for returns that are lost in the mail, which is why we suggest that you use a traceable shipping method. Except in cases of damaged or defective products, return postage in your responsibility. CD-ROM and download returns are subject to a $15.00 restocking fee except in cases of damaged or defective products submitted for exchange. DVD returns are subject to a restocking fee of $25 per disc except in cases of damaged or defective products submitted for exchange.

Sales Tax. California residents please add sales tax. CME. SDMS CME requirements sometimes change. At time of application, call us to confirm that you have the most recent CME post-test and processing fee.

Shipping. Within the US we ship via standard UPS or USPS priority mail (1 to 5 working days) and add a shipping charge to your invoice. Options and costs for domestic and international shipping are automatically calculated during checkout when you order through our website. Questions? Please call, fax, or email us at info@daviespublishing.com.

Returns and Exchanges. If your order is defective or damaged in transit, please call us so we can arrange for UPS pickup. All other returns must be in salable condition and returned to our office by traceable means (such as UPS) with a copy of the original invoice. We cannot be responsible for returns that are lost in the mail, which is why we suggest that you use a traceable shipping method. Except in cases of damaged or defective products, return postage in your responsibility. CD-ROM and download returns are subject to a $15.00 restocking fee except in cases of damaged or defective products submitted for exchange. DVD returns are subject to a restocking fee of $25 per disc except in cases of damaged or defective products submitted for exchange.

Sales Tax. California residents please add sales tax. CME. SDMS CME requirements sometimes change. At time of application, call us to confirm that you have the most recent CME post-test and processing fee.

Shipping. Within the US we ship via standard UPS or USPS priority mail (1 to 5 working days) and add a shipping charge to your invoice. Options and costs for domestic and international shipping are automatically calculated during checkout when you order through our website. Questions? Please call, fax, or email us at info@daviespublishing.com.

This product (service) is not affiliated with or endorsed by Intelemous®; ARDMS® and APCA™ are part of the Intelemous™ family of certification councils.

Interactive Mock Exams System Requirements

Compatibility*: for Windows:

Compatible operating systems—Windows 10, 8, and 7.
Minimum system requirements—CPU: 1 GHz (320 MHz for XP) or faster; RAM: 1 GB (256 MB for XP) (recommended RAM: 2 GB); 1024x768 or higher resolution video adapter and display; CD drive (for boxed product).

Compatibility* for Macintosh computers:

Compatible operating systems—OS X version 10.12, OS X 11 version 10.11, OS X 10 version 10.10, OS X 9 version 10.9, and OS X 8 version 10.8.
Minimum system requirements—CPU: Intel-based Mac; RAM: 2 GB (recommended RAM: 4GB); 1024x768 or higher resolution video adapter and display, CD drive (for boxed product).

*Note on compatibility: These programs are designed to be used on desktop and laptop computers using the above-mentioned operating systems. They are also compatible with Microsoft Surface tablets running Windows 8 or Windows 10. They are NOT COMPATIBLE with tablet and smart phone devices using mobile operating systems such as Google’s Android and Chromebook or Apple’s iOS. They are also NOT COMPATIBLE with the discontinued Windows RT for Microsoft Surface.

At Davies we know the sky is your limit. We can help point the way. Our mission is to develop and deliver educational, registry, and CME solutions that propel your career skyward and help you reach your full potential, quickly, effectively, and inexpensively.

This photo was taken in San Francisco during an annual meeting of the AIAH at the Moscone Center. It struck us as a uniquely San Francisco discovery and emblematic of our ambition to help you succeed in your studies, your certification exams, and your careers as ultrasound professionals.